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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper establishes a sufficient condition that Au +g(u) = h have a 
weak solution u with generalized Dirichlet data zero where A is any self- 
adjoint strongly and uniformly elliptic linear partial differential operator 
with real-valued, reasonably smooth coefficients defined on a bounded open 
set 52 of En, where h is square-integrable and real-valued on Q, and where 
g is any continuous real-valued function defined for all real numbers such 
that 
exist (and are finite) such that g(-co) <g(x) < g(a) for all real x. The 
sufficient condition is sharp in that it differs from a necessary condition only 
by the replacement of a > sign by a > sign. This result generalizes a result 
by E. Landesman and A. Laxer [3], proved for a second order elliptic operator 
A of a certain type under the assumption that its null space has dimension one. 
2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Let D be a bounded open subset of En. In what follows, 01 = (01~ ,..., a,) 
anda = (/?r ,..., &) will always denote multi-indexes with nonnegative integer 
entries oli and & , and 1 a! / = 01~ + *.a + an for any multi-index a. C,m(Q) 
will denote the set of all complex-valued infinitely-differentiable functions of 
compact support in 52. L,(Q) will denote the set of all complex-valued square- 
integrable functions on Q. For K = 0, 1,2,..., H,(Q) will denote the set of all 
* The preparation of this paper was sponsored in part by the Office of Naval 
Research under Contract NONR 233(76). Reproduction in whole or in part is per- 
mitted for any purpose of the United States Government. 
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functions u in &z(Q) such that for every a: with / 01 j < k there is a zc, in L&2) 
such that 
f 




for all y in C,m(J2), where for v in CGm(SZ), 
For u in HI,@) this definition is extended by setting Dotu = zl, . The usual 
inner product on H&2) is given by 
(u, v)~ = j c DWu & dx 
b-2 jal<k 
and I/ u [jk = m* f or a 11 u in H&2). Thus L&2) ‘has the same functions 
and the same norm as has H,(Q). &(Q) will denote the closure in H&Q) 
of the subspace Cc”(Q). 
If 
where the functions aira are bounded and measurable in $2, and if f is in La@), 
the function u is said to be a weak solution of Au = f with generalized 
Dirichlet data zero if and only if u is in Z&.JsZ) and 
for every 40 in Ccm(S2). A solution of Bu = 0 in the sense above is said to be 
in the generalized null space of A. A function u is a weak solution of 
Au + g(u) = h with generalized Dirichlet data zero if f = h -g(u) is in 
L&2) and Au = f in the sense above. 
3. THE NECESSARY CONDITION 
LEMMA 1. (Necessary condition). Let Q be a bounded open set in Em. For 
I 01 I d m+ 1 B I < m let aoiB = a,, be bounded measurable reaL-valwd fu~~~tions 
on L?, with a,, uniformly continuous on 52 for I a: j = j /3 1 = m. Let h in L,(G) be 
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real-valued. Assume that there is a c > 0 such that for all real fI ,..., & and all 
x in Q, 
Let g be a function as described in the introduction, and let A be formally given 
by (1). Then a Jinite number w1 ,..., wk of orthonormal (in L,(Q)) real-valued 
functions spanning the generalized null space of A can be chosen, and for any 
w1 ,..., wk so chosen, a necessary condition that Au + g(u) = h have a weak 
solution u with generalized Dirichlet data zero is that 
g(a) j-, I b,w, + --* + b,w, I dx - d-a> 1, I b,w, + --* + b,w, I dx 
> 
i‘ 
(b,w, + a.. + b,w/Jh dx 
sa 
for all real numbers 6, ,..., b, with b12 + *** + bk2 = 1, where G = (x E !2; 
bIw,(x) + **a + bkwK(x) > 0} andL = {x E .Q; b,w,(x) + *** + b,w,(x) < 01. 
Proof. Under the assumptions made on A, it is well known (see, for 
example, [2, p. 1021) that the generalized null space of A is finite-dimensional 
and that the Fredholm alternative applies. Since each a,, is real-valued, we 
may select real-valued functions spanning the null space (with complex 
coefficients). Then we can orthonormalize these functions. Now let wr ,..., wk 
be any orthonormal real-valued functions spanning the generalized null space 
of A. By the Fredholm alternative, since b,w, + *** + b,wl, is in the generali- 
zed null space of the formal adjoint A* of A (A* = A since A is self-adjoint), 
JQ (h - g(u))(b,w, + *-* + b,w,) dx = 0, so 
s h&w, + n a-- + b,w,) dx = /Qg(u)(bIwI + ... + b,w,) dx 
- Lg(u)Ib~w~+...+blcw~Idx s 
~g(oo)fGIb,w,+...+b,w,ldx 
-&-a> I,I be + -em + b,w, I dx. 
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4. TNE SUFFICIENT CONDITION 
Let M = {MEL,; (f, zu&, = 0 for I = 1,2,..., k]. Under the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1 it is well known (see, for example, [2, p. 102]) that Au = f has 
a weak solution u with generalized Dirichlet data zero for every f in M. The 
general such solution is u + arwr + .** + ukwk: , exactly one of which is in M. 
Let Sf denote this solution, so S : M+ M and A(SJC) = f. By the closed 
graph theorem, S is continuous. By the Rellich selection theorem, S is 
compact. Let P be the orthogonal projection in L,(Q) onto the subspace 
spanned by wr ,..., wk. 
LEMMA 2. (The Cesari-Lazer type alternative problem. See Cesari [3] and 
Lazer [4]). If u = u* iuL,(fz) is real-valued, if c1 = ci*, I = I,..., k, are all 
real mumbers, and if 
u* = ClWl + *-* + ckwk + s(l - P)@ - &)> G9 
Cl * = CL - t&*) - h, %>o f Z = 1, 2 ,...I k, (3) 
then u = u* is a weak solution of Au +g(u) = h with zero Dirichlet data. 
Proof. From cl* = cI and (3) we obtain (g(u*) - h, w& = 0 for 
Z = 1,2,..., k, so P(h -g(u*)) = P(h -g(u)) = 0, and thus (2) gives 
u = ClWl + “a + ckwIc + S(h - g(u)), which by the definition of S and the 
w1 proves that u is the desired solution. 
THEOREM 1. (The sufficient condition). Let the hypotheses and notation be 
the same as in Lemma 1. Then a sufficient condition that Au + g(u) = f have a 
weak solution u with generalized Dirichlet data zero is that 
B(W) J-, I bP1 + --- + b,w, / dx - g( --co) /,I b,w, + **I + b,w, j dx 
> f, thJ1 + -.. + b,w,)h dx 
fov all real numbers 6, ,..., b, with b,z + a** + b,z = 1. 
Proof. The method of the proof is to show that (2) and (3) define a 
mapping T, (u, cl ,..., clC) + (u*, cl* ,..., cK*), for which the Schauder theorem 
assures a fixed point, thus giving by Lemma 2 the required solution to 
Au + g(u) = h. The Banach space a on which T acts is (real-valued 
u EL&~)R)) x Rk with the norm 
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The domain of T is 
u = {(u, Cl ,..., cd E a’; II u I/o d R + 1, a-T-=TG G RI 
where R and ] are constants to be defined later. Since u --+ g(u) and P are 
continuous and since S is compact (all with respect to the L&2) norm), 
and since (3) is finite dimensional, clearly T is compact. U is a closed convex 
set in LZY. It therefore remains only to show that R and J can be chosen so that T 
maps U into itself. 
There is an f > 0 independent of 6, ,..., b, (where b12 + *** + bk2 = 1) 
such that 
g(y) j”, I bleo, + --- + b,w, I dx - g(--00) j-, I b,w, + --a + bp+c I dx 
> 2~ + s, (b,w, + a-- + b,w,)h dx. (4) 
Let us obtain a similar expression from (3) by multiplying cl* - c1 = 
-( g(u*) - h, w& by bl and adding for 1 = l,..., k. We obtain after some 
minor changes 
i (cz* - cz)b, = - [j-$n*) I b,w, + -a- + b,w, I dx 
- I g(u*) j b,w, + *-- + b,w, j dx L 
- 
s, (bp, i -** + b,w,)h dx] . (5) 
By exploiting the similarity between the right hand side of (5) and Eq. (4), 
we will be able to prove that for 
El* = c,w, + ... + ckwk + s(I - P)(h - g(U)) 
where 2/Q + .** + cks is greater than some fixed RO , the right hand side of 
(5) is less than -E, and thus that &, (cl* - cz) b, < --E. We will assume this 
for the time being. Since cl* - cr = ---( g(a*) - h, v,), , since h and the w, 
are given functions, and since g is bounded, there is a constant H independent 
of u such that (CL1 (cz* - c~)~)~/~ < H. Then choose R = R,, + H + H2/2c. 
For 2/c1a + **. + ca2 < R, + H2/k 
dcy + e-0 + c;c2 < dc,2 + *a- + Ck2 + d(c,* - Cl)” + *** + (c,* - c,)” 
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For R, + H2/2e < .t/c12 + **. + ck2 < R, let Y = 2/c1s + s-0 -+- cks and 
b1 = cl/r,..., bk = c,Jr. Then 
Hz 2 c (cl* - cL)(cl* - c,) = C cT2 - 2 C (cz* - cJcI - c cz 
>-&q2EY-r2, 
this last since -2 C (cr* - CJ cc = -2~ z (cr* - cr) b, 2 2~. Thus C cf2 < 
H2 + + - 26~ < r2 < R2, since H2 - 20 < 0 follows from Y > R, + 
H2/2e. Thus in all cases, and independent of u*, (3) maps ca ,..., ck with 
&,Z + *a* + c: < R into cl*,..., ck* with m < R. Now 
choose J to be a bound on /j S(1- P)(h - g(u))/lt which is independent of u, 
and U* = clwl + . ..+c.w,+S(I-P)(h-g(u))forl/c12+.*.+c,2<R 
will satisfy 11 U* IIs < R + J because of the orthonormality of the wr , and T 
will then map U into itself. Thzcs it remains only to show that there is an RO 
such that for Y = w > R,, , andfor 
u* = CIWl + **- + Ckwk + s(1 - ‘I@ - &>>, 
the right hand side of (5) is less than --E. 
In view of (4), this can be done by proving that the integrals 
and 
s I A--co) - &*)I I b,w, + -a- + b,w, I c&c L 
can each be made smaller than c/2 by choosing dcz2 + -a. + cks > B0 . 
We prove this only for the first integral, the proof for the second being similar, 
LetQ=Ig(oo)-g(-co)/.Let6>Obechosensothat 
I Q I b,w, + --* + b,wt, I dx < 46 v 
whenever b12 + a** + bk2 = 1 and the measure of V is less than 6. Let 
E > 0 be chosen so Jo (Q/E) dx < ~16 and so that 
I (l/E) 1 b,w, + *.* + b,w, 1 dx < 46 G 
whenever b12 + *** + bk2 = 1. Since I/ S(I - P)(h - g(~))& is bounded 
independent of u, there is a K independent of u such that 
1 S(I - P)(h - g(u))\ < K except on a set of measure less than 6. Let C be 
w5/8/3-13 
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chosen so that for x > C - K we have g( 03) - l/E < g(x) < g( co). Choose 
R, = EC. Then setting W = 1 g(m) - g(u*)[ j blwl + 1.. -/- b,w, 1, 
s I g(a) - &*)I I hw, + -.- + b,w, I dxG 
= I Wdx < G 1, Wdx + s, Wdx + s, WhEx, 
where 
G = (x E 52; b,wl(x) + *a. + b,w,(x) > 0}, 
A = {x E G; b,eo,(x) + **a + b,w,(x) < l/E}, 
B = {x E G; I[V - P)(h - &)ll(4l 3 KI, 
C ={xEG;x$Bandx$A). 
By choice of E the integral over A is less than 46. By choice of K the measure 
of B is less than 6, so the integral over B is less than 46 by choice of 6. For 
xECwithm 3 R,, 
u* = CIWl + *** + %3?k + w - P)(h - g(u)) 
implies 
u* > R,(b,w, + **. + bkwg) - K 3 Ro/E - K = C - K, 
so I .&*) -d~)l < l/E, and thus the integral over C is also less than 46, 
completing the proof. 
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